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INSPIRING. INNOVATIVE. SIMPLE

OUR COLLABORATIVE
COMMITMENT
We view our commitment to developing a Personal Financial Strategy with you as
being the beginning of what we hope is a long-term mutually beneficial relationship,
but we have found over the years that just developing a strategy means little unless it
is implemented.
Implementing a Personal Financial Strategy inevitably means changing some of the
things you do. Many people don’t like making changes, and for some, fear of change is
a fundamental human condition.
Without change, nothing can happen, and any mutual efforts to develop your Personal
Financial Strategy would be wasted. For this reason, we assist you in any way we can to
help you embrace changes you agree you need to make and regularly collaborate and
follow-up with you to make sure the right action is taken at the right time to
implement your financial plan in accordance with your life goals.
This is our commitment to you.
All we ask is that you embrace your part of this joint responsibility, by carrying out
the actions needed when they need to be executed.

We publish this booklet in the hope of giving you an improved understanding of the
issues involved and that, after reading it, you feel able and better equipped, to make
informed decisions. Although we try to include as much information as possible,
‘pensions’ by its very nature, is a complex subject, and we recommend always seeking
advice from a qualified adviser specialising in the field.
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ABOUT THIS GUIDE
Who this guide is for
This guide is for expats who want to understand
more about the pension options available to
them, including pensions transfers.
You may have an existing pension scheme, or just
want to protect your pension income in the
future.
If you’d like to understand the difference
between the various schemes, as well as their
advantages and disadvantages, this guide is for
you.

How this guide will help you
This guide provides impartial advice about pension transfers and other options.
A pension transfer is not suitable for everyone and, before making any decisions about
transferring, we believe it is essential to take professional advice and perform an in-depth
analysis of your circumstances and the pension(s) you are thinking about moving, to see
whether transferring is a suitable option for your pension(s).
If, after an analysis of your personal and financial circumstances, a transfer is right for you, it
may provide significant advantages compared to a UK pension.
After reading this guide, you should be better informed about the different options available to
you and feel more confident about booking an appointment with an independent financial
adviser to discuss next steps.
When you meet, you’ll be in a better position to ask the right questions and ensure the advice
you receive suits your needs.

If you are interested in learning more about how to transfer your
pension, then please get in touch with our pensions specialist who will
be happy to advise you.
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SAVING FOR RETIREMENT AND
WHY WE DON’T
If you ask most people why they’re not saving for retirement, generally
they’ll come up with a plethora of reasons why they can’t. They need to
buy a house, pay off debt, or “how could I possibly save for that; I don’t
have enough to live on as it is!”
Whether valid reasons or not, the fact is that most of us can’t imagine
retirement.
For many of us, although we know we’ll get older, it just isn’t real. This
behaviour even has a name; “cognitive short-sightedness”. It’s part of
being human and, because of it, we tend to prioritise our needs now over
our future needs.
A result of this type of thinking is that we make flawed predictions about
our future needs, procrastinate about funding retirement savings, don’t
plan for the lifestyle we expect to experience in retirement, and don’t put
any strategy into effect.
Getting started is often the hardest step of any strategy; time can help you
reach your retirement objectives – the more time, the better! The younger
you start funding your retirement, the smaller the amount of money you
have to set aside each month to reach your financial retirement goals.
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PENSIONS TIP:
USING THE SERVICES OF A QUALIFIED THIRD
PARTY FACILITATOR HELPS TO HIGHLIGHT
THIS MINDSET FOR WHAT IT IS;
PSYCHOLOGICAL DENIAL.
YOUR FINANCIAL PLANNER’S SERVICE
PROVIDES A VALUABLE EXTERNAL
VIEWPOINT ON YOUR CIRCUMSTANCES AND
HELPS PUT YOUR PRESENT AND FUTURE
NEEDS IN PERSPECTIVE.
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AT ANY AGE IT'S EASY TO FIND
AN EXCUSE NOT TO SAVE FOR
RETIREMENT
Age 25
"We're just getting started.
We'll save more when we're
making more income."

Age 40
"We’ve got house
payments, car payments,
and the kids—we just don’t
have anything left to save."

Age 50
"As soon as the kids are out
of school, we’ll be able to
save for retirement."

Age 60
"Our expenses are so high
and the amount we need to
save is just more than we
can afford."
PENSIONS TIP:
THE BEST AGE TO START YOUR RETIREMENT SAVINGS IS NOW!
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WHY SAVING EARLY IS AN
EXCELLENT IDEA
Unless you are exceedingly “independently
wealthy”, you will need to save on a regular
basis to afford to fund life events like
children’s education, house deposit, that
new car, the dream holidays, children’s
wedding expenses, and last but certainly
not least, retirement.
Usually, neither the government nor your
employer provides for an adequate pension,
if they provide one at all and, in most cases,
even if you have made some sort of
personal provision for retirement the
amount is usually woefully low.

LIFE IS NOT A REHEARSAL
In recent years the responsibility for funding retirement has shifted from governments
to individuals the world over, resting the responsibility of planning adequately for your
retirement very firmly on your shoulders.
In other words; life, as they say, is not a rehearsal, and you need to take control;
empower yourself, so that you can decide when and how you retire, rather than relying
on any government, employer, or corporation.
As medical science advances, people live longer, meaning that governments around the
world cannot sustain their pension-pot obligations. This pushes global retirement ages
up, with 70 now being “the new 65” and beginning to become the new norm in many
countries. As people live longer, increasing the numbers of retirees, this inevitably
negatively impacts the State Pension Pot available to this, and future, generations.
As this progresses, Pension entitlements become much less generous with an increasing
number of people facing severe risk of poverty in retirement. Imagine reaching
retirement age, but not being able to retire because of insufficient income or savings
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WHAT ARE YOUR OPTIONS?
You could continue working, but for how long?
Till you’re 70, 75, 80 or beyond?
You could rely on the state (if that's an option)
and hope for the best. Perhaps you’d elect to
rely on family, friends, charity. What if you're
not in good health?
None of these options seem optimal, but
perhaps the more important question is, how
would that make you feel after working for
over forty years?
The solution then is to try and achieve the
lifestyle you want by ensuring a regular
income during retirement from savings you
build over your working life. If you don’t, years
from now, you may kick yourself, and wish you
had put something away.

Rest assured, by starting to save early, your
future self will thank you enormously!
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WHEN IS THE BEST TIME TO
START SAVING?
The short answer is “Right now!”
Imagine if your parents set up a pension plan for
you from birth. How much would it be worth
now...enough for you to retire today? Probably!
For the years you could have saved, you've
already lost substantial compounded growth and
time in the market. We're all living longer,
however, with life expectancy now over eighty
for both men and women it’s not unreasonable
to say that if you start investing now, you stand a
chance of regaining some of that loss.

WHAT THIS LOOKS LIKE IN NUMBERS
Today, a couple wishing to live a comfortable retirement will require a lump
sum of £1 million to fund annual expenditure of £40,000.
In the next twenty years, the cost of living is likely to double so, by the time you
want to retire, inflation will substantially increase the amount you need to save to
fund an annual expenditure equivalent to today’s £40,000.
As an example of how time affects savings, let's assume you want to stop work at
fifty and retire on a monthly income of £4,000. Assuming you live thirty years in
retirement, and your investment grows by 5% a year you would need a retirement
fund of £757,713 to support a monthly income of £4,000.
To reach a retirement fund of £757,713 by the time you reach fifty, you would need
to save £1,288 every month from age twenty-five. If you started saving at the age
thirty, rather than at age twenty-five, you would need to save an additional £571
every month to achieve the same £4,000 monthly income.
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HOW MUCH SHOULD I SAVE?
There are a few truisms here:
The more you save, the more options you have
The earlier you start, the earlier you can retire
However much you start with, the main thing is that you start

PENSIONS TIP:
The earlier you start, the less you have to invest to
achieve the same outcome!
Research has found that being able to retire early
and maintain a high standard of living is one of the
top three financial goals for most people.
However, most people significantly underestimate
how long they will live in retirement and how much
they will need to maintain their chosen lifestyle
throughout retirement.
As a rule of thumb, and depending on your outgoings and current disposable income
(the amount left after all expenses), a healthy start to saving for your pension plan
would be 10-15% of your current disposable income.
Your financial adviser will work with you to calculate how much you should be saving
based on your preferred retirement age, income, outgoings, future plans, and lifestyle
preferences.
Once you and your adviser have calculated your optimum regular savings goal, the next
step is to minimise your contribution and maximise the return on your savings by
selecting the most appropriate savings plan(s) or investment vehicle(s). Your adviser
can help you by demonstrating how, by investing smartly, you can reduce your
contribution dramatically and still achieve the same outcome and much sooner.
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HOW DOES A TYPICAL SAVINGS
PLAN WORK?
When you invest, your minimum target should
be to beat inflation each year.
To maximise returns, the ideal solution is to use
a savings account that puts your investment into
high-grade investment funds, rather than
keeping money in a bank where, in real terms,
you will lose money every year as the rate of
inflation eats into the buying power.
Historically, over the long term, funds outperform all other asset classes including,
cash, bonds, property, and commodities; a fund simply holds an extensive collection
of different equities that, because you buy into the fund, you then own part of. A
fund can offer the diversity you need to ensure your “eggs” are not all in the same
basket.

Your adviser can help you to find suitable products you can use
to save for retirement, and those that are suitable for saving
for life’s other expenditures, like that new kitchen, new car,
your children’s education expenses, and wedding expenses.
Having said that funds are an efficient way to go, it’s wise to bear in mind that past
performance of individual funds is not a guarantee of future performance. The only
investors who shouldn't diversify are those who are right 100% all the time, and we’ve
never meet anyone with that level of insight!
It is impossible for anyone to predict which investments will deliver the best returns
every year into the future, but creating an investment portfolio diversified across
different asset classes and geography allows you to maximise returns, and reduce risk.
It is important to note here though that you are saving for your retirement. This is,
therefore, a long-term investment that performs over time. This type of investment is
NOT intended, and should never be viewed, as a short-term investment you can access
to pay for that new kitchen or a new car.
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HOW DOES A TYPICAL SAVINGS
PLAN WORK?
For illustrative purposes only, the table below shows the average returns for a typical
savings plan over twenty-five years for a forty-year-old wishing to retire at age sixtyfive contributing £1,000 per month;

Cost averaging is a method that uses regular savings contributions
to help smooth out investment volatility. The critical point about
cost averaging is to invest an amount on a regular basis.
A typical regular savings plan also invests your money so that your investment takes
advantage of ‘cost averaging’. This is how cost averaging works; when prices are high,
the regular contributions buy fewer units of the funds, but when prices are low the
contributions buy more.
Over the long term, as the fund goes in an upward direction, this strategy increases the
average value of each unit purchased thereby improving overall returns. Saving
regularly, and using cost averaging, takes away worry about when the best time is to
invest.
For this approach, it's crucial to have time in the market and not try to time the market.
It's very difficult to predict financial market movements and to get the exact timing of
when to invest or disinvest just right. Saving steadily and regularly over time is key to
ensuring success.
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IS MY MONEY SAFE?
We can only talk about how we operate
here. Other companies may operate
differently, and we cannot offer views on
their modus operandi. What we can say is
that, for us, you and your family are the
most important part of the equation, and
we will always work with you to achieve
what you want to achieve.

The Isle of Man holds the Sovereign Credit Rating "AA+" from
Standard and Poor's, and "Aaa" from Moody's.
With that in mind, we only use savings
plans offered by well known,
internationally recognised companies with
financial strength, international
policyholders, and a global presence, that
are well regulated, and provide robust
Government Backed Investor Protection.
These companies operate under strict legal
obligations where 100% of your savings are
ring-fenced.
Many providers are based in the Isle of Man, which has been recognised by the
International Monetary Fund (IMF) as a well-regulated Offshore Finance Centre of
Excellence, making it an excellent example to use here.
The Isle of Man, which operates a legislatively backed Policy Holders Protection
Scheme, is renowned for robust investor protection. Companies operate under strict
legal obligations and are required to ring-fence 100% of policyholders' assets, while the
government backed Policy Holders Protection Scheme, provides up to 90%
compensation in the event of insolvency. All protections operate globally, no matter
where you reside.
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WHAT ABOUT TAX?
In the Isle of Man, your investments grow
free of Tax. As we operate globally,
however, different tax regimes apply in
different jurisdictions. As you are investing
for capital growth the only time a potential
Tax liability may arise is upon encashment
on the profits commonly referred to as the
'capital gain.' This can be easily mitigated
against by, for instance, placing the plan
into Trust.

COUNTERACTING INFLATION
Because the cost of living increases every year, inflation is a crucial factor to consider,
and your savings plan should try to beat it by setting a minimum target to better
inflation year in year out.
Inflation rates vary between
countries but the global
average at the time of
writing is 3% a year. To beat
inflation, you and your
financial adviser should
choose a range of funds that
have historically performed
above the rate of inflation,
and a product that uses
compounded growth.

We recommend talking to your financial adviser or a tax specialist who
can look at your circumstances and advise accordingly.
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COMMON EXPAT
QUESTIONS
What options do I have if I go
back to, or retire in, the UK?
There are several options here, one of which is
to transfer your offshore pensions savings into a
UK Registered Pension Scheme.
Under legislation current at the time of writing,
this would entitle you to instant tax relief of at
least 20%. (As an example; on a £100,000
transfer the UK Government will top this up by a
further £20,000.)
The options available to you depend on your
circumstances and what you want to achieve, as
well as legislation in force at the time. Your
adviser can help you take appropriate action
tailored to your circumstances when you return
to the UK.

What happens if I die?
The fund value at the time of death is provided directly to your
nominated beneficiaries.

What other pension
arrangements can I make
as a UK ex-pat?
You can pay voluntary National Insurance
Contributions to boost your state pension.
You can transfer previous and existing UK
personal and employer pension schemes into
an Offshore QROPS or an International SIPP.
You can place assets into a QNUPS.
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Your financial adviser can explain any one or
more of these in detail.
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HOW AN ADVISER HELPS YOU
ACHIEVE YOUR GOALS
Wherever you reside, your financial adviser
will provide unbiased, independent, locally
regulated, bespoke and professional
advice on Flexible International Savings
plans, showing you where and how to
invest so you maximise returns, reduce risk
and beat inflation.
Whatever the position of your current savings, your advisers undertake a Savings
Review to make sure you’re on track.
To ensure that the fundamentals of investing are addressed, your financial adviser
works in tandem with the financial product provider to actively manage your portfolio
to beat Inflation and buy and sell assets at the most advantageous time.

PENSIONS TIP:
Those who have received advice about their retirement planning save a
third more, and retire with double the pension savings.
As you place investments into funds, over time, the value will be higher than the
amount invested. Your adviser will manage your portfolio to both create and preserve
wealth.
Depending on where you are when you need to draw income from your investments
your adviser can advise on the strategies available to you and, if required, place your
investments into Trust for tax efficiency and wrap them into a Will for succession
planning.

Speak to us so we can arrange a meeting with your local adviser who can
advise based on your personal circumstances and answer any further
questions you may have.
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TRANSFERRING YOUR
PENSION
We should start by saying that transferring
your personal pension(s) from where they
are currently held is not right for everyone,
or for every pension scheme.
If you use us to investigate this for you, we
will provide unbiased, fact-based,
recommendations. If you are better off
keeping your pension where it is, we will
tell you so.
We will only ever recommend a transfer if
it is viable and feasible to do so and
represents an advantage for you. We
cannot, however, guarantee that other
companies operate this way.

PENSIONS TIP:

To discover whether or not it is right for you to transfer your pension(s)
into a different scheme, you must seek professional advice. There is no
'one size fits all' solution. .
As far as the value of the pension(s) you want to consider is concerned, we will generally
recommend leaving the pension where it is if the transfer value does not make it
financially viable to transfer (currently, we regard this as being under £25,000), or the
critical yield is too high, making it financially more rational to leave it where it is.
If the total value of your Pension(s) does not amount to £25,000, then we suggest
talking to an adviser about Pension Planning as the income from your pension(s) at
retirement is likely to be very low. Even if transferring your pensions is financially
unviable when your adviser investigates, at some point in the future your pension(s)
may increase to a viable level, so make sure you keep an eye on the value(s) to ensure
you take advantage of the options open to you should transferring become practical.
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INHERITANCE
CONSIDERATIONS
For many, one of the top motivations for
considering a pension transfer is to protect
savings against inheritance tax.
Transferring your pension(s) can mean that
100% of the investment value can be
passed to family members or your
designated beneficiaries.
Why must you seek professional advice
before considering a transfer?
If you have a safeguarded rights pension
scheme worth more than £30,000 then, by
law, you are required to get independent
financial advice if you are considering
transferring the funds.

A pensions analysis is a vital part of understanding which pension options
are right for you. Whatever the value of any pension(s) you are
considering transferring, we strongly suggest taking professional advice
before delving into this complex area and recommend booking your
review with one of our team today.
* If a non-UK resident for ten consecutive years at time of death
** The pension value that can be passed on to relatives is dependent on the benefit of crystallisation events
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WHAT QUESTIONS SHOULD YOU
ASK YOUR FINANCIAL ADVISER?
1. What is my current pension valuation?
2. What are my safeguard benefits? Do I lose them if I transfer my pension?
3. What is the likelihood that HM Revenue and Customs will de-list your
recommended scheme?
4. Are you independent or linked to specific financial product providers?
5. Can I benefit from a double taxation agreement (DTA)?
6. How much will my pension transfer cost me?
7. Will my current provider charge me for transferring my pension?
8. Will the value of my contributions decrease after the transfer?
9. How much do I need as a monthly drawdown?
10. Do I have enough saved in my pension to pay for the lifestyle I want
in retirement?
11. Are you regulated and, if so, by whom?
Once you have met with your financial
adviser, you should feel confident you
know the costs involved in your
transfer and that any
recommendations are relevant to you
and your circumstances.
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HOW TO TRANSFER YOUR
PENSION

1.

Get in touch with United Advisers for an initial
consultation. We will talk with you about your current
situation and ensure that your pension preference is best
suited to your circumstances and plans for the future

2.

If a pension transfer is right for you, we will complete a pension
information request form and submit this to your current
pension fund providers; this will give the total value of your
pension funds.

3.

Once your current pension fund providers have received the
request, they will reply to both United Advisers and yourself to
inform you of your fund value.

4.

We will perform an analysis and supply you with a
comprehensive report tailored to your circumstances containing
details about your pension and, and appropriate
recommendations that may include leaving the pension where it
is or transferring to an alternative scheme.

5.

We will arrange a follow-up meeting to discuss your
recommendations and, check that there have been no changes
in circumstances. If a transfer remains the right decision, we will
complete the transfer request.

6.

You will then receive your new fund details, and your United
Advisers welcome pack.
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QROPS
Put simply; a QROPS is an overseas pension scheme available to all expats
or UK residents who live or are planning to move abroad. You need to have
funds invested in a UK pension scheme to be able to benefit from a QROPS,
but you don’t need to be a UK citizen. If you have worked in the UK and
now would like to withdraw your pension in your home currency, rather
than being prone to exchange rate fluctuations, a QROPS is a fantastic
option for you.
The QROPS programme was launched in 2006 as a direct result of EU
human rights legislation regarding freedom of capital movement. It meets
specific requirements set by Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs (HMRC)
and can receive transfers from UK pensions. QROPS are increasingly
popular with UK expats because of currency and investment flexibility, tax
advantages offered when drawing pension benefits, and the ability to
transfer the funds held to beneficiaries of choice in the event of death.
Pension funds left in the UK are taxed on death; after age 75, up to 45%.
Transferring a UK pension fund into a QROPS can reduce or even avoid UK
taxation legitimately as the legislation is enshrined in law.
UK state pensions cannot be transferred, but existing or former personal pensions
and certain former employer schemes can be transferred. You can transfer to a tax
efficient jurisdiction and have your pension paid in the currency of your choice.

FOCUS ON

YOUR FUTURE
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A QROPS can be appropriate for:
UK residents who intend to retire
abroad.
Expats who are living abroad but are
unsure of where they want to retire.
Expats who are living abroad and
expect to retire overseas.
A person who is born outside the UK
having built up benefits in a UK
pension scheme.
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BENEFITS OF A QROPS
Tax advantages

One of the greatest financial freedoms of a
QROPS is that its location isn’t limited to your
current country of residency. This means you
can benefit from a QROPS in a tax-free
jurisdiction. While the sums you choose to
withdraw will be liable for tax based on the
thresholds of your country of residency, the
capital growth on your pension will be tax-free.
You may also be able to withdraw sums based
on your preference for tax thresholds.

Pass on more of your pension

While we all hope to be able to enjoy our
pensions with our loved ones, it is important to
think about passing on the benefits.
The majority of schemes will only offer your
spouse up to 50% of the value of your pension
should the worst arise. However, with a
QROPS you can ensure that your beneficiaries
receive the full benefit.
This can make a significant difference to their
income and lifestyle. In addition, unlike a UK
based pension, you can pass on the full
benefits without incurring a UK tax liability or
charge.

Annuity advantages

There are a number of ways proceeds can be
drawn from a QROPS pension scheme. Unlike
many schemes in the UK you are not forced to
pay the proceeds into an annuity.

Single investment flexibility
If you left the UK over five years ago you can
receive a higher Pension Commencement
Lump Sum (PCLS). This allows you to withdraw
up to 30% of your pension fund from the age
of 55 as a cash lump sum.
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Beat currency fluctuations

There are no guarantees around exchange
rates. If you have bills or other financial
commitments in a currency other than sterling
you could benefit from having your pension
payments in another currency. The currency of
your QROPS is completely your decision. This
gives you flexibility if you want to move your
pension out of the UK but prefer to keep it in
sterling. You can always transfer the assets
you hold within the scheme to assets in
another currency should circumstances
change.

A bespoke investment solution

At United Advisers we will take the time to get
to know you and your personal circumstances.
This will help us build a bespoke portfolio that
caters to your financial objectives.
Understanding your tax position, your risk
preferences and your lifestyle all help us to
employ the right investment opportunities.

Lock in your lifetime allowance
The current lifetime allowance threshold at
the time of writing is £1 million. It is worth
staying up to date with the changes in lifetime
allowance because it may affect decisions you
make regarding your investments. With a
standard UK pension, you will be charged 25%
tax on the excess over and above the lifetime
allowance if it is converted to income. If you
decide to remove the excess as a single
withdrawal, you will be liable for 55% tax.
With a QROPS your lifetime allowance is
‘protected’. If the UK government decreases
the allowance threshold, you are protected up
to the value of the threshold at the time of
transfer. If you return to the UK, you will not
be liable for any new lifetime allowance fees.
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WHY CHOOSE A QROPS?
In simple terms, a QROPS allows you to
maximise investment growth, cash-in your
pension in full in the most tax efficient manner
from age 55, and leave residual funds to loved
ones in a tax-efficient way.

Which pensions can I transfer to a
QROPS?
There are several types of different
pension schemes you may have built up
over the years, but in broad terms, the two
main types are personal pensions and
Employer occupational pensions.

What type of Pensions can I not transfer into a QROPS?
State Pension
Certain former employer schemes already in drawdown
Civil Service & Armed Forces pensions, e.g. NHS, Police, Teachers, Fire Services,
Council schemes
An employer scheme you still pay into
Any annuities already purchased
Any employer scheme held within the 'Pension Protection Fund.'

What types of pensions are not advisable to transfer?
Schemes that offer high Guaranteed Annuity Rates
Employer schemes held under the 'Pension Protection Fund.'

The scheme you want to move your pension to must be registered with HMRC,
and be fully compliant with the standards of the jurisdiction it is domiciled in.
Your chosen QROPS provider must also be recognised for tax purposes in the
country where the QROPS is established; this is something your financial
adviser will be able to advise you about when you are looking at moving your
pension.
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QROPS FAQS
Is there a minimum sum for a QROPS transfer?
There are no legal thresholds, but we recommend you have over £25,000 as a
minimum investment. It is worth consulting us for a proper analysis of your
pension(s) and personal circumstances so we can correctly establish whether
QROPS is the right option for you.

Is there a time limit to transfer?
Not at the moment, and we can only speculate on the future, given
that QROPS came about from EU Directives, if BREXIT completes in
2019 the UK Government may stop all transfers to retain your money
in the UK.

Am I eligible?
The main criteria for accessing the benefits of a QROPS is that you must have been nonUK Tax resident for five consecutive years immediately before the time you wish to take
benefits; this is very important.
You cannot usually access your QROPS funds until you are aged 55. This doesn't mean
you must take benefits at age 55; you may prefer to leave the funds invested longer and
access them at a later stage, or to when you have completed the qualifying five years. If
you have met the non-UK Tax resident five-year qualifying rule, you can access all QROPS
benefits.
It is important to note that the five-year qualifying period does NOT refer to the total
years you have spent abroad; it refers only to having five consecutive non-UK resident
tax years immediately before taking benefits.

What if I return to the UK?
If you decide a life abroad isn’t right for you, then you can bring your
pension back with you. Upon your return, your QROPS will be treated
as a UK registered pension scheme. However, the removal of the
lifetime allowance remains; this represents a significant advantage for
QROPS holders over traditional UK pension holders.
QROPS can combine pensions from multiple sources; this means that once
transferred, you receive one statement from one pension scheme making it easier to
manage and track the value of your pension pot. Consolidating your investments
gives you more capital to invest in the funds your QROPS contains, meaning you can
take advantage of a greater number of funds leading to a greater likelihood of more
favourable returns.
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HOW CAN TRANSFERRING TO
A QROPS HELP ME?
In the UK, Types of pensions in broad terms are:
Personal Pension including Group Personal Pensions.
Occupational (employer) scheme: There are two types of occupational schemes:
Final Salary also known as “Defined Benefit” & Money purchase also known as
“Defined Contribution.”
Other than the comparisons below on specific types of different pensions, there are
some generic similarities applicable to all UK Pensions regarding the disadvantages of
leaving your pension(s) in the UK;

IN THE UK

QROPS ADVANTAGE

Your pension benefits will be paid in sterling
only, no matter where you reside.

You can invest in, and withdraw from, your
pension using your currency of choice,
eliminating exchange rate risk.

Depending on scheme type, the earliest age
you can access your pension is 55, 60 or 65.

You have the option to access your Pension
funds from age 55

Across most schemes, the maximum Tax-Free
cash lump sum is 25%. There is a possibility
that the government may either remove the
Tax-Free element in its entirety or impose
some element of tax in future years.

In certain circumstance, you can receive a
larger Tax-Free Cash lump sum of up to 30%.
As a QROPS is outside UK jurisdiction, it is
highly unlikely any tax will be imposed on this
element in future years.

If you hold a UK personal pension or a defined
contribution scheme (also known as a money
purchase scheme), the funds you hold within
the scheme are rarely actively managed. The
funds are usually low risk, low return
meaning, at best, it keeps up with inflation
and, at worst, falls in value year after year.
For Group Personal Pensions and Money
Purchase employer schemes; your individual
circumstances are not considered. This is
because the Trustees invest the funds on
behalf of all the employees in the scheme
taking a blanket approach. Factors like your
appetite to risk and years left to retirement,
amongst others, are not considered.

Your adviser takes the time to get to know you,
to understand your goals, your risk
preferences, and your lifestyle to build a
bespoke portfolio tailored to your financial
objectives.
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With a QROPS you have the opportunity to
take control of your investments and, together
with your adviser, choose a bespoke portfolio,
maximise diversification, maximise growth, and
minimise risk.
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HOW CAN TRANSFERRING TO
A QROPS HELP ME?
IN THE UK

QROPS ADVANTAGE

If you opt for “Drawdown" and die after age
75, your dependents may be subject to a 45%
tax charge before they receive any residual
funds, if they receive any at all. Your spouse
may receive only 50% of the amount the
member would have received taxed at source,
with no provision for children.

Regardless of the age you die your
dependants can usually receive 100% of your
residual fund balance tax-free.

Final Salary schemes, also known as “defined
benefit” schemes, provide a Pre-defined fixed
taxable income that usually increases with
inflation. These increases have, however, been
reduced in recent years. Previously they were
typically based on the RPI (Retail Price Index)
but are now based on the CPI (Consumer Price
Index). Invariably the CPI is lower than the RPI.
Over time this will have the effect of
significantly reducing your transfer value.

Stops any further reductions of your pension
transfer values by the UK Government by
transferring your pension into a non-UK
jurisdiction.

In recent years, many companies have been
unable to meet their pension liabilities and
the promise to pay a future income is only as
strong as the pension scheme and the
company who ultimately underpin that
promise.
Thus, the 'Pension Protection Fund' (PPF) was
established. Because the PPF is funded by a
levy from the same pension schemes that are
in trouble themselves, and the scheme is not
guaranteed by the UK Government, the PPF’s
ability to make pension payments could be
seriously overestimated. (Check if your
previous employer is within the PPF at
pensionprotectionfund.org.uk)
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If your previous company's pension funds are
already held within the PPF, then it’s too late
to transfer.
By transferring today, however, you will not
risk your previous company entering the PPF
and losing all your options. It removes the risk
of your previous employer becoming
insolvent.
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WHAT IF I RETIRE IN THE UK?
If you are over 55 and hold a QROPS
overseas, you can cash-in your pension
before you go back to the UK (subject to
certain tax liabilities depending on the
legislation in force).
If, however, you hold a QROPS while in the
UK, your QROPS will be treated as a UK
Self Invested Personal Pension (SIPP) and
UK rules will apply with a distinct
difference;
Upon death, only the ‘Relevant Transfer Value’ will be subject to UK taxes, rather
than the fund value at the time of death. For example; if you transfer your pension
today at the value of £50,000 and, over time, it grows to £200,000, only £50,000 will
be subject to tax.
For a Pension consultation contact us to arrange a meeting with an expert adviser.
The initial consultation is obligation free.

Website: www.unitedadvisersgroup.com
Email: pensions@unitedadvisersgroup.com
Phone: +34 910 234 122
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IMPORTANT NOTICE
BUDGET 2017
The 2017 Budget, on 8th March 2017,
brought significant changes to QROPS
and pension options available to expats.
The changes fall into three groups.
Changes that;
1. Take effect from 9th March 2017
2. Become effective from 6th April 2017
3. Affect all QROPS schemes

Changes from 9th March 2017
The changes apply where the transferring scheme receives a request to transfer the
proceeds of a UK pension scheme to a QROPS scheme on or after 9th March 2017.
An up-front 25% tax – an “Overseas Transfer Charge”, will be due when the pension is
transferred unless one of the following applies.
a) The QROPS is located, and the member is tax-resident, in the European Economic Area
(EEA).
b) The member is tax-resident in the same jurisdiction as the QROPS. (e.g. member and
QROPS both in New Zealand).
If, however, within the five tax years following a transfer, the member’s circumstances
change, removing either exemption, the tax is then due. Regardless of member or
scheme location, if the transfer goes to a QROPS designated (by HMRC regulations) as an
International, public-service, or occupational pension scheme, an Overseas Transfer
Charge will not be applied.

Changes from 6th April 2017
Where transfer to a QROPS scheme is made on or after 6th April 2017 AND the member
takes benefits within five years of the transfer, then UK tax rules will apply.

Changes affecting all QROPS schemes
All current QROPS schemes that wish to remain QROPS schemes must undertake to
operate the new legislation in writing to HMRC by 13th April 2017. Any scheme failing to
do so will cease to be a QROPS and, while HMRC may elect not to pursue tax falling due,
members of such schemes could, in theory, be liable to the tax charges detailed here.
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SIPP
UK residents have long recognised the
advantages of consolidated pensions into
Self Invested Personal Pension Scheme
(SIPP) arrangements. One of the main
benefits of a SIPP is that you can invest
your pension as you see appropriate
rather than being tied to the investment
strategy of a primary pension provider. If
you are an expat that remains UK tax
resident you can continue to benefit from
tax relief on your contributions.
The SIPP itself is a ‘pension wrapper’ that holds your investments until retirement
when you start to draw income from your pension. As an expat, it is likely you have
seen SIPPs promoted as International SIPPs. These are merely self-invested personal
pension schemes designed for non-UK residents.
Most SIPPs are ideal for people who want
to manage their own pension fund. A SIPP
offers a great deal of freedom when
deciding which underlying investments you
want to hold within your ‘wrapper’.
All SIPPs come with the usual HMRC
restrictions on pension plans; you cannot
draw down until you are 55, there is a
lifetime allowance threshold, and potential
tax liabilities if you go above this. You
should also check double taxation
agreements between the UK and your
country of tax residency.
SIPP benefits are typically available in Sterling, so you are usually unable to take
advantage of currency exchange or have the guarantees of pay-out value if you
remain abroad. But it is essential to consider the fact that many expats return to the
UK, despite plans to retire overseas.
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WHY CHOOSE A SIPP?
Freedom to invest your pension as you see fit
Lower set up fees compared to a QROPS
No transfer restrictions based on location
Ability to pass on pension funds to your children
Annuity options available
25% tax-free lump-sum pension commencement payment
No restrictions if you decide to move back to the UK
Some specialist SIPPs available for expats
UK Expats living in the USA can access an International SIPP

TAKING BENEFITS FROM A SIPP
The usual rules applicable to receiving benefits from a UK SIPP
from age 55 are:
Income is paid in Sterling only, no matter where you reside
You can take 25% tax-free cash

25%

With the remaining 75%, you can;
Cash it all in subject to tax between 0 and 45% (depending on which income tax
bracket you are in at that time). You must be extremely careful that cashing in
doesn't place you in a higher tax bracket in that tax year.
Purchase an annuity; in simple terms, the SIPP pays a fixed sum of money (the 75%)
to an insurance company in exchange for paying you a regular taxed income,
typically for the rest of your life. Once the annuity is in payment if you pass away
the remaining amount that would have been paid to you is generally retained by the
insurance company. There are distinct types of annuities you can purchase,
including those that, in return for a lower payment, continue to pay the amount you
would have been paid to a spouse for a set number of years; this is known as a
'Guaranteed Annuity' where the maximum guaranteed period is usually ten years.
Leave the 75% invested as ‘Drawdown’ and, within set parameters, withdraw from
the fund regularly or on an ad-hoc basis.
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WHY CHOOSE A SIPP?
If you are under 75 at death, your pension can be passed to
a nominated beneficiary as a tax-free lump sum. After 75,
however, pension benefits are subject to 45% tax if paid as
a lump sum to a beneficiary.
As average UK life expectancy is well over 75 for both
males and females, there is a high probability that your
beneficiaries will be paying the 45% tax on a lump sum. If
paid as a dependant's pension, benefits are paid free of
tax, but are taxable as income at the beneficiaries'
marginal rate of tax.
There has been a lot of talk in the media about being able
to 'cash in' 100% of your pension; this just means you opt
for the 25% tax-free lump sum and pay tax (between 0 and
45%) on the remaining 75% as described above.

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS OF A SIPP
To help you save for your retirement in a tax-efficient
manner.
To enable you to transfer funds from other registered
pension schemes to your SIPP.
To enable you to make your own investment decisions with
your Financial Adviser.
To provide access to a wide range of different types of
investments.
To give you a choice over how and when you take your
benefits.
To allow you to take regular or variable income from your
fund while remaining invested.
To provide you with a tax-free lump sum.
To provide benefits for your nominated beneficiaries on
your death.
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SIPP FAQS
What pensions can I transfer to a SIPP?
The registered pension schemes and other bona fide pension arrangements
you can transfer into a SIPP are almost the same as for a QROPS. Broadly you
can transfer from any registered UK pension scheme. You can also transfer
existing pension benefits into a SIPP during drawdown provided that the
transferring scheme allows it.
You can also, should the need arise, transfer the funds held in a
QROPS to a SIPP.
It may be useful to know that, depending on the rules of your SIPP scheme,
you may be able to transfer funds from the SIPP to another UK registered
pension scheme or QROPS should you need to (subject to various conditions).
The process of transferring the proceeds of your pension(s) to a SIPP is
broadly the same as for a QROPS. Rather than repeat this here, please refer
to the relevant QROPS chapter in this guide

Which type of pensions can I not transfer into a SIPP?
These are the same for a SIPP as they are for a QROPS. Rather than
repeat these here, please refer to the relevant QROPS chapter in
this guide.

Is there a time limit to transfer?
As for a QROPS, there is no specific time limit, but it pays to keep abreast of the political
situation and its potential effect on pension legislation.

To see whether a SIPP is right for you, book an appointment with one of our
pension’s specialists.

Website: www.unitedadvisersgroup.com
Email: pensions@unitedadvisersgroup.com
Phone: +34 910 234 122
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QNUPS
The ‘Qualified Non-UK Pension Scheme’ (QNUPS)
is a pension scheme established outside the UK to
provide retirement benefits.
It is not a registered UK pension scheme but does
adhere to specific UK regulations (UK Inheritance
Tax (Qualifying Non-UK Pension Schemes)
Regulations 2010). QNUPS is the newest addition
to the pension scheme toolbox and is defined by
HMRC as:
“a form of Overseas Trust that qualifies as a pension
for UK Tax purposes and it is afforded special IHT
treatments.”

QNUPS BENEFITS
You can be a resident in any country and own a QNUP
No need to have a UK employment history
Saving money on taxes where you are a tax resident
More extensive range of assets can be used for investments including property
and fine art
No lifetime limits on fund size
QNUPS can invest in residential property and make loans to its members
No maximum age for investing
Freedom from contributions from employment sourced income
Limitless contributions available
Exemption from UK inheritance tax
100% of funds can be transferred to beneficiaries
If you have exceeded your pension contributions or have a non-UK pension, talk to
one of our pensions experts about QNUPS and whether it is right for your situation
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INTERNATIONAL PENSION
PLANS
International pension plans offer contribution
payment flexibility. You can usually contribute as
much as you can afford. This allows you to save
without worrying about contribution thresholds.
These plans are often used to supplement pension
schemes that are already in place. It is not a
traditional pension, it doesn’t pay an annuity, and
you cannot transfer the proceeds of existing
pension funds into it. Instead, this is an additional
investment that will provide an income in
retirement.
As Life assurance companies sell many
international pension plans, most governments
recognise these investment vehicles as qualifying
insurance products, allowing for tax-deferred
growth of money in the investment pot.

PENSIONS TIP:
When you invest in an international pension plan, to ensure your
income at retirement, it’s a good idea to re-assess risk levels as you
near retirement with the aim of reducing risk levels as you move closer
to your target retirement age.

International plan benefits
No minimum age to start withdrawing money
At retirement, you can take possession of the entire asset in cash
The only tax payable is potentially upon benefit withdrawal
Access to a wide range of unit trusts and funds
Assign heirs or successors (beneficiaries) to your policy for easy transfer
If you are self-employed and don’t, therefore, receive a company pension, or if you receive
regular commissions and bonuses you’d prefer to invest for the future, then you may find that
this type of product is a useful pensions solution or an effective supplement to existing pension
policies.
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INTERNATIONAL
INVESTMENT BONDS
International investment bonds are a
wrapper, within which you hold a selection of
investment funds. Normally the company
offering the bonds sets them up with a tiny
amount of life insurance.
The life insurance provision means that
profits within the bond usually grow tax-free
until you take them.
International bonds are designed to be
flexible, especially with regards to letting you
take ad hoc withdrawals, or set up an income
stream into your account.

INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT BOND BENEFITS
• Access to the world’s leading specialist fund managers
• As investments are deemed ‘non-income producing assets’ they have
their own unique tax treatment
• UK tax resident investors can withdraw up to 5% of their original
capital investment annually with tax deferred until the bond is cashed
• You can transfer in and consolidate your existing stocks, mutual funds
and (with the exception of existing pensions) other investments.
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WHY WORK WITH UNITED
ADVISERS?

Since QROPS launched in April 1996, United Advisers Group have provided much
needed guidance to expats across Europe. As independent financial advisers, we are
able to offer unique packages and solutions to our clients.

Clients tell us that what they value the most is the personal
service we offer
When working with United Advisers you will have a close relationship with your
Wealth Manager. Your adviser will always start by talking with you about your goals,
and what you want to achieve in short, medium, and longer terms. We work with you
to ensure continuing collaboration that effectively organises your finances to help
you achieve your goals.

1

Crafting a
comprehensive
plan based on a
clear
understanding of
your needs
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2

3

An appropriate
legal
framework to
hold and
transfer assets

An effective
trust and
strategy for
reducing
inheritance tax
liabilities

4

An institutional
class
investment
service, low cost
and risk
managed

5

6

Clear and
concise
communication

Complete cost
transparency
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GET IN TOUCH
For the professional help and guidance you need, please call us for an
informal chat today.

Website: www.unitedadvisersgroup.com
Email: pensions@unitedadvisersgroup.com
Phone: +34 910 234 122
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LEGAL
Copyright © 2017 by United Advisers Group.
The information provided in this publication is intended for
guidance only. While the Information within it is correct at
publication, Pensions Legislation changes regularly and,
although we make every attempt to keep such guidance up to
date, in the event of revised legislation, there may inevitably be
transitory inaccuracies while we republish the guide to include
new rules, and their impact. The factual information regarding
various options described is provided on the basis of current
legislation and is subject to an individual’s personal
circumstances. We recommend, in all cases, seeking specialist
advice so that your individual circumstances can be fully
considered.
All rights reserved. This publication or any portion thereof may
not be reproduced or used in any manner whatsoever without
the express written permission of the publisher except for the
use of brief quotations in a book review.
First published 11-2017

United Advisers Group
11, rue de l’industrie
L-8399 Windhof Luxembourg
www.unitedadvisersgroup.com
pensions@unitedadvisersgroup.com

United Advisers Group is a trading name of Fund Advisers Europe, regulated by Commissariat Aux Assurances, Luxembourg
Registration No. 2014CP018
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